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2) It would be technically possible to use the discharge observations in order to modify the aquifer levels over longer assimilation windows. But the link between discharge and aquifer levels might be highly underdetermined. This point can be investigated in the future, depending on the impact of the assimilation of water levels on discharges. However, we would like to assimilate the observed piezometric heads to improve the initial state of the groundwater.

3) SIM has a very small number of free parameters (such as the subgrid drainage, or parameters for the exponential profile of saturated hydraulic conductivity, or the exchange coefficient between rivers and aquifer layers). Several important changes are being done in SIM now (new physiography, soil maps), a retuning will be done in the future.

4) It seems to us that keeping unchanged the adjustment factor (increment) over two days is not appropriate. A way to evaluate the impact of the assimilation over two days can be to run the assimilation every two days with a one day window. This test has not been performed.

5) We don’t have basins where snowmelt governs runoff generation in spring, because these basins contain hydroelectric dams that are not accounted for in SIM, and so we decided not to assimilate the observed discharges of these basins. One can guess that because soil moisture is not anymore a relevant variable for discharge production for such cases, the assimilation system becomes less efficient. To modify the snow water equivalent variable in the model would be more efficient.
Technical Issues: The quality of Figure 4 and 6 should be improved. The difference in grey-level between IS5/IS6 and REF is not very clear. Response: These figures will be published with colors, the curves will easily be seen. Legend and labels of figure 6 have been improved.
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